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Abstract-A novel architecture for performing hue-saturation- architectures to very specific forms [5], [6], [8] and cannot
value (HSV) domain enhancement of digital color images with operate on different sets of properties related to the operation
non-uniform lighting conditions is proposed in this paper for without the aid of reconfiguration in FPGA based environment.
video streaming applications. The approach promotes log-domain We proposed the concept of log-domain computation in [9] to
computation to eliminate all multiplications, divisions and solve the problem of multiplication and division in the
exponentiations utilizing the effective logarithmic estimation enhancement system and significantly reduce the hardware
modules. An optimized quadrant symmetric architecture is requirement while providing high throughput rate.
incorporated into the design of homomorphic filter for the
enhancement of intensity value. Efficient modules are also We presented a hardware-efficient architecture in [10] for
presented for conversion between RGB and HSV color spaces. enhancement of the digital color images with non-uniform
The design is able to bring out details hidden in shadow regions of darkness using a Ratio learning algorithm [3] [4] for color
the image. It is capable of producing 187.86 million outputs per distortion correction. We also presented the nonlinear
second (MOPs) on Xilinx's Virtex II XC2V2000-4ff896 field enhancement architecture in [11] based on [12] which results
programmable gate array (FPGA) at a clock frequency of 187.86 with similar quality on the output images. In this paper, we
MHz. It can process over 179.1 (1024 X 1024) frames per second propose an alternative design of the system to significantly
and consumes approximately 70.7% and 76.8% less hardware reduce hardware requirement while achieving similar fidelity in
resource with 127% and 280% performance boost when the enhanced images. The new architecture processes the
compared to the designs with machine learning algorithm 1101, * * ** -images and streaming video in HSV-domain with the
and with separated dynamic and contrast enhancements l11l, homomorphic filter and converts the results back to RGB
respectively. representation with standard conversion factor [13].

I. INTRODUCTION II. ENHANCEMENT MODEL
Physical limitations exist in the sensor arrays of imaging Color distortion correction can be avoided for color image

devices, such as CCD and CMOS cameras. Often, the videos enhancement in HSV-domain. Only the V component in HSV
captured by these devices cannot represent scenes well that have needs to be enhanced instead of boosting separate RGB
both very bright and dark regions. The sensor cells are channels. Extraction ofthe V component is defined as (1) where
commonly compensated with the amount of saturation from the I(x, y) is the input image. The V component is enhanced by
bright regions, fading out the details in the darker regions. a homomorphic filter defined as (2) for log2 expression
Enhancement algorithms [1], [2] provide good rendering to where the * denotes convolution operation, h(x, y)
bring out the details hidden due to dynamic range compression
of the physical sensing devices. However, these algorithms fail V(x y) = max(R,(X Y) G( , B(, )) (l)
to preserve the color relationship among RGB channels which V y
result in distortion of color information after enhancement. The 1OgV(X,Y)
recent development of fast converging neural network based Venh(X2y)= 2 22)2 D (2)
learning algorithm called Ratio Rule [3], [4] provides excellent
solution for natural color restoration of the image after gray- is the Kx K spatial-domain filter coefficients sampled from
level image enhancement. Hardware implementation of such high-boosting homomorphic transfer function, P is the
algorithms is absolutely essential to parallelize the computation resolution of the pixel, D is the de-normalizing factor, and
and deliver real time throughputs for color images or video Venh(X, y) is the enhanced intensity value of the image. This
processing containing extensive transformations and large enhancement model assumes that the detail (reflectance) and
volumes of pixels. Implementation of window related illuminance in the image are logarithmically separable [14]
operations such as convolution, summation, and matrix dot [15]. The quadrant symmetry (QS) property of the
products which are common in enhancement architectures homomorphic filter allows us to reduce the number of
demands enormous amount of hardware resources [5], [6]. multiplications to about 2500 [16]. The enhanced image can
Often, large number of multiplications/divisions is needed [7]. now be transformed back to RGB representation by mapping
Some designs compromise this issue by effectively adapting the the following set according to i:
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{R' G' B}n {{e, p, t} , {n, e, t} , It, e, p}, {It, n, e}, C. Architecturefor RGB2HSV Color Space Conversion

{p, t,el,{le, t,n}} F> i in {{0},...{5}}( The architecture for the conversion of RGB to HSV
components is shown in Fig. 3. The calculation is performed in

where t = 1 - S, n = 1 - SXf p = 1 - SX(1 -J), e = 1, and parallel with the HFU. To compute the essential components of
{R'G'B'}n are the normalized enhanced RGB components. The (4) and (5), the subtractions between RGB channels are carried
i and f are the integer and fraction portions of H which is out in pipeline stage 1, pl. The sign bits are used to map the
angular component in HSV-domain defined by (4) where min/max RGB components in (1) and (4) to H./HHx with two
L=min(RGB). The S component in HSV domain is defined to bits respectively where the numerator of (4), V, and L
be (5). The final output, {R'G'B'}, can be calculated as (6) components can be determined with multiplexers (MUX) on p2.
since the denominator is approximately one for non-uniform The sign for the numerator of (4) is extracted for arithmetic
scenes or the images which contain bright parts, where Venh = calculation between the integer parts and fractions of (4) at later
2Venhlx D. Equations (1)-(6) provide basic framework for the stage. The Hx is further wrapped (WrapZN) if the numerator
design of HSV-domain enhancement system. of (4) results with negative fraction [13]. The log2 scaled V and

(V-L) components are calculated at p5 and subtraction of the
two determines the S component in log2 scale, which is used for

0 + (G - B)/( V - L), if V = R multiplication in HSV to RGB conversion module. The fraction
H = g 2 + (B - R)/(V - L), if V = G (4) of H component is calculated likewise. At the last stage of the

04 + (R -G)/(V -L) if V = B pipeline, the fraction is combined with the integer which is right
shifted to reflect the integer portion of (4). The V component is

S=(V-L)/V (5) discarded in this implementation since the HFU produces the
enhanced V.
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111. DESIGN OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Out {RGB

KwiZltEhH HSV2RGB6A.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wt EhhrvieA. Overview Figure 1. Block diagram of the enhancement architecture.
A brief overview of the enhancement system is shown in

Fig. 1 to illustrate basic computational sequence. The pixel
values in RGB components are first sent to HSV homomorphic Data Bu 'er Homomorphic Fter Unt
filter and RGB2HSV conversion block simultaneously. The V IReGiste Q s ab-.(V,,,,)
component is then extracted and enhanced by the high boosting R In HO & PEA p

homomorphic filter. Lastly, the H and S componentsLB#
determined by original RGB values are combined with the +
enhanced V component in HSV2RGB module and converted to I (D
RGB representation.

B. Architecture ofHomomorphic Filter Unit
The homomorphic filter unit (HFU) coupled with an array

of the log2 scaled V component, which is extracted by max filter
architecture, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The QS property of the 2D GeGn.lieatorR
convolution operation allows the computation to concentrate on
one quarter of the kernel through folding within the architecture Figure 2. Architecture ofthe HFU with the output in log2 scale.
[16]. The vertical folding of data is accomplished by linearly
folding the log2 scaled data with adders from the buffers which D. Architecture for HSV2RGB Color Space Conversion
create internal parallelism for massive concurrent processing. Architecture for restoring RGB representation is illustrated
This halves the processing bandwidth. To normalize a value v in Fig. 4. The positive integer, H of H component calculated(log2~~~,v2~ lo2()P ,whc is neaie gie th fac tha image

Teps emee,Hit fH opnn cluae(l, (v /2P) =lo, (v)-P , which is negative, given the fact that image in section C is used to select the n, p, t, and e components of (3)
pixels are unsigned and log2 of negative number is undefined, with M1llXes. The fraction, Hfrac, is converted to log2 scale to
the absolute value can be logically approximated by taking the compute S1x Hf with adder and converted to linear scale with
inverted output ( - log2(v) log2(v)) of the registered result from ilog2 module. The SN component is also converted back to
vertical folding. To reduce the processing bandwidth by another linear scale. With these partial components available, p is
half, the horizontal folding is performed, taking account of the rearranged to S1x Hf+(1-S11) to eliminate separate calculation as
delay in systolic architecture. The registered results of the H- illustrated in Fig. 4 (2nd input on M\UX). Once the R'G'B'n are
fold stage are sent to arrays of processing elements (PBs) for selected by Hint, they are converted to log2 scale with
successive filtering. The partial results from the PB arrays over/under-flow range check (RC) [10]. The R'G'B'JI channels
(PEAs) are combined together by a pipelined adder tree (PAT). are multiplied with the VeJIhL (enhanced V) from HIFU through
The overall output, VenhL, is kept in log2 scale for the addition in log-domain. Thus, the calculation of(6) is obtained.
multiplications in HSV to RGB color space conversion. This completes the discussion on architectural design.
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in multipliers. The resource allocation for various sizes of the
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Figure 3. Architecture ofthe RGB to HSV color space convertor.
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consumes 9500 of the logic slices, 5300 of the FFs, 5900 of Xilinx's development kit. We showed that the design was able
LUTs and 22 BRAMs. The proposed design uses approximately to bring out details hidden in shadow regions of the image
70.700 and 76.8% less logic slices on average compared to the without saturating out the bright areas. Furthermore, it was able
architectures presented in [10] and [11], respectively. to produce 187.86 million outputs per second (MOPs) on

The critical timing analysis of Xilinx's ISE shows that Xilinx's Virtex II XC2V2000-4ff896 FPGA technology at a

187.86 MOPS is the most optimal throughput achievable with clock frequency of 187.86 MHz. For 1024X 1024 images, it can
the maximum clockfrequencyof18786MH. F r

process over 179.1 frames per second and consumes 3400 of the
tev maximum clock feency of 187ge.86 M . Furher logic slices for 9 X 9 taps of the homomorphic filter. Research isevaluatio of pipelini hes crti patsuggeststhat incrateasi progressing to give broader trade-off between the requiredthe level of pipeline does not gain significant tnroughput rate. promneadtehdw ersuce osritwtot
This directly indicates the impact of the design with tightly promn g the ofrthe arcecture.
coupled and well pipelined system. Given 1024X 1024 image
frame, it can process over 179.1 frames per second at its peak
performance without frame buffering, which is very suitable for REFERENCES
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